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Abstract: This work-in-progress paper presents the work that we have conducted in the first
research cycle (the first year) of a piece of 2-cycle design-based research (DBR) on
implementing LIVIE a pedagogical approach to integrating spherical video-based immersive
virtual reality (SV-IVR) into geography education. The entire DBR involved 9 teachers (from
9 different Hong Kong secondary schools at 3 different academic categories) and their Grade10 classes in two consecutive school years. In this paper, we focus on discussing the problems
unfolded in the implementation process of LIVIE in Cycle 1. The findings not only shed light
on how to improve and optimize the current teacher facilitation acts in LIVIE to be enacted in
Cycle 2 of the DBR, but also alert educators and researchers to the potential impeding issues
regarding the educational use of SV-IVR in practice.
Keywords: Spherical video-based immersive virtual reality (SV-IVR), design-based research
(DBR), LIVIE, geography education, secondary education

1. Learner-Immersed Virtual Interactive Expedition (LIVIE)
Immersive virtual reality (IVR) possesses rich educational potential (Alexander et al., 2019; Chang et
al., 2020). As a subset of IVR, spherical video-based IVR (SV-IVR) provides school teachers with an
affordable alternative to harness IVR-based elements in their teaching practices. Grounding on Pedaste
-based learning model, we proposed Learner-Immersed Virtual Interactive
Expedition (LIVIE), a pedagogical approach to incorporating immersive and interactive virtual enquirybased fieldwork in geography education with SV-IVR (Jong et al., 2019). LIVIE is composed of 5
pedagogical phases: (I) Communication, (II) Orientation, (III) Investigation, (IV) Explanation, and (V)
Reflection
-directed learning with SV-IVR
outside the classroom; while Phase I interlaces Phase II to V, involving both teacher scaffolding and
group-based student support inside the classroom. As for the context of geography curriculum learning
and teaching in Hong Kong secondary schools, normally, a 12-day teaching cycle is used to cover 1
curricular module (with 4 face-to-face lessons therein). Figure 1 shows the implementation design of
LIVIE in a teaching cycle, while the full design description has been documented in our recent
publication (Jong et al., 2020).

2. Research Design
Design-based research (DBR) is a collective effort between both researchers and teachers to initiate,
evaluate and optimize educational developments/ applications, such as curricula, pedagogies, or
policies, so as to secure the implementation of the developments/ applications to be practical and
sustainable in schools (Bakker, 2018; Jong et al., 2006). In this 2-cycle DBR, we recruited 9 geography
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teachers (from 9 different secondary schools at 3 different academic categories14), with comparable
academic background and teaching experience. All of them had participated in our LIVIE introductory
workshop. We adopted Design-based approach to shaping the
2 iterative rounds of Design, Enactment, Analysis and Redesign. Observing the page limit (3 pages), we
can only briefly describe the works conducted in the first 3 stages in this cycle.
Design. In each school, we offered the teacher refresher training on LIVIE. Then, the teacher
participated in a quasi-experiment15 in which he/ she piloted to implement LIVIE (Jong et al., 2020).
After that, we assigned the teacher a curricular module, as well as reviewing together with him/ her (i)
the LIVIE materials that we had developed for the assigned module and (ii) the existing facilitation acts
in LIVIE based on his/ her school context.
Enactment. In each school, we supported the teacher in implementing LIVIE to facilitate a
Grade-10 class to study the assigned module. We conducted data collection inside and outside the
classroom during the entire implementation process from both teacher and student sides16. We also
carried out formative analysis on the collected data and offered the teacher timely information for
adjusting his/ her facilitation acts if necessary.
Analysis. After the implementation, the class took the knowledge test17 in which the questions
were customized from the Hong Kong geography public examination questions related to the assigned
module. We also further conducted in-depth post-learning interviews with some students to probe into
their LIVIE experience. Finally, we carried out summative analysis on all collected data.

Figure 1. Implementation Design of LIVIE in a 12-day teaching cycle

3. Findings
We only

-inwe set up 3 working groups
with the 9 teachers to discuss and address these problems. We grouped the 3 teachers at the same
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teacher facilitation acts in LIVIE to be
enacted in Cycle 2, and their corresponding effectiveness will be presented and discussed in our
upcoming papers.

Table 1. Problems Unfolded during the Enactment Stage in Cycle 1
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